
This framework guides us to secure the demands listed in our EL

Manifesto , which furthers Black liberation especially where it intersects

with land , environment , climate , and place . In order to secure and

support the components of the Manifesto and achieve EL , Afrikans

need assets , new infrastructure , systems change , and sovereignty .

Generation Green 's community building process fortifies this to build

collective power and secure the Manifesto throughout the Afrikan

diaspora .

Environmental Liberation (EL) is Generation Green 's foundational

ideological framework posed to claim a decolonized , regenerative , and

autonomous future . EL critically analyzes the injustices in the

environment(s) of the Black experience that stem from colonialism ,

racial capitalism and white supremacy . This framework seeks to return

Black people around the world to their ancestral connection and

relationship to the Earth .



SOVEREIGNTY 
Sovereignty is the ability to declare who you are , and live life without

fear of harm . Environmental liberation must be achieved through having

the ability to claim and maintain sovereignty by being able to decide

what best suits our communities and families . Sovereignty is achieved

through self-determination and aided by resistance , abolition , and

armed defense . Safety (community created systems for protection) is

integral to sovereignty . 

We achieve this by instilling knowledge and power to black people , so

they can have choices to live as they please without fear of violence ,

being poisoned , a lack of resources , and more . Self governance and

community control are rooted in the ability to determine our own

collective destinies . By cultivating political and economic power , we are

able to attain freedom from oppression , imperialism and exploitation .

“The first law of revolution is ‘the law of self-sufficiency ’ .” - Kwame

Ture

Political power

Political modernization

Economic Power

The capacity and space to determine the conditions of labor ,

production , acquisition , and distribution .

The ability to reject things and create our own supply chain .

Just transition to green jobs & economy for Black

communities .

Basic income & people ’s bailout .

Climate & labor reparations .

Protected status for climate refugees .

Decolonial borders

Frontline Response : Rapid and holistic emergency management .
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LAND
Land is the ground you walk on . The land gives us food to eat , clothes to

wear , water to drink and a place to live . Currently , access to this is

interrupted by colonization , climate change , capitalism , and fossil fuel

extraction to power those listed above . We need to create systems

that offer reparations , reclamation , and repatriation to places Black

people were stolen from . It may have to just be taken forcibly if

negotiation doesn 't work .

“Revolution is based on land . Land is the basis for all independence .

Land is the basis of freedom , justice , and equality .” - Malcolm X

Ancestral Land Reclamation

Reparations & Returning of Ancestral Lands ; Community land

sovereignty ; 

Agriculture

Resources & Mineral Extraction

Resilient & restorative infrastructure .

Freedom from toxic land use & facilities .

HABITABLE ENVIRONMENT: CLIMATE,
CLEAN WATER, AIR, & WASTE
A habitable planet is a hospitable environment recovered from harm .

Earth is our livelihood . Fighting for societal change needs to include the

health of the planet that nurtures us , otherwise we will cease to exist .

Expertise on sustainable and regenerative systems need to be

gathered from indigenous people , front-line communities , and

reclaimed from academia for public use . We demand the abolition and

accountability of private and government entities that have historically

been poisoning and depleting the planet without regard for future

generations and non-human life forms .
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Policies that safeguard the env .

Climate adaptation & mitigation

Climate Future & resilience

Free , universal and sustainable recycling . 

Abolish plastics & hazardous waste export .

Holistic water infrastructure restoration . 

Elimination of air , water and land pollutants .

Record , reparate & reverse legacy pollution & cumulative health

impacts .

HOLISTIC HEALTH & WELLNESS
Holistic health and wellness is a radical declaration to choose your

health outcomes rather than be subject to them . We want affordable ,

accessible , [community] regulated , & decolonized healthcare . You

cannot liberate yourself if you are malnourished , depleted and diseased .

People should have access to affordable , holistic and ancestral

methods of care . We must decolonize health and prioritize the

protection , care , and validity of differently abled bodies .

Access to healthy food is the cornerstone of good health and wellness .

Our communities must be empowered with the ability to sustain

healthy and nutrient-rich diets with foods that are free from

environmental degradation .

Indigenous medicine .

Medical Racism/colonized healthcare

Healthy Food/Nutrition

Expanding sustainable food programs for farmers & communities . 

Food apartheids

Decolonized food systems (ex . mono-cropping , gmo , CAFO , etc)

Fatphobia 
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Environmental Health & Chemical Exposure

Reproductive justice

Beauty Justice

Endocrine disruptors , developmental toxins , carcinogens .

Packaging : PFAs , e-commerce , etc

Record , reparate & reverse legacy pollution & cumulative health

impacts .

HOUSING
Housing is a human right . We need protection from the elements , harm ,

and displacement . This housing should be safe (i .e . weatherized and

free of contamination), resilient , habitable and free . The quality of living

conditions should not be determined by your level of income-- this

would require dismantling the capitalist system that treats housing as a

vehicle for acquiring profit , and not a basic necessity .

Public Housing

Gentrification 

Contamination (ex . Lead paint , old piping , etc .)

Sanitation (ex . Septic systems in rural areas , etc .)

Proximity (ex . Fence-line communities , poor foundation , etc .)

ENERGY
Energy is power . It fuels every aspect of human life from the internet

to healthcare , and agriculture to transportation . We need an equitable

and swift transition to renewable energy that does not take capitalistic

supply chains and fossil fuels to produce . There is no liberation without

communities throughout the Diaspora controlling the source of their

energy . This is the best way to ensure that energy supplies are clean ,

non-extractive and democratized .
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100% Clean and zero emission Energy

Expanding free affordable , timely , and carbon neutral public

transit

Democratized Energy

Universal renewable energy access , efficiency and affordability .

EDUCATION
Education is access to knowledge—not indoctrination . People need to

decolonize their minds and access imagination in order to be liberated .

We need curriculums adapted and tailored to every entry point (home ,

daycare , after school , and all leveling of learning). We need to shift

knowledge from elite institutional standards to create conducive

environments for community knowledge sharing , along with

infrastructure to ensure accessibility for different learning

abilities/styles , languages , technology , etc . 

Black youth and elders should have access to environmental education

that equips them with the data that demystifies their environmental

conditions while also teaching skills that allow them to confidently

navigate their environment(s).

Access to decolonized education

Ensure knowledge is accessible and easily digestible for everyone

regardless of entry point

Safe learning environments (physically and mentally) for everyone 
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ABOLITION
The clearest solutions on the matter of social and environmental

liberation point to the abolition of oppressive systemic structures .

These vehicles of abolition require redirecting facets of an oppressive

system to community efforts to ensure holistic care , harmony , wealth ,

safety , self-determination , and nourishing environments . This means

defunding , demilitarizing , dismantling , and decolonizing-- period .



When evaluating the widespread environmental degradation and

climate change that disproportionately affects Black people , we are

able to identify the root causes that extend far prior to the industrial

revolution (i .e . racial capitalism , colonization and white supremacy). We

need an abolitionist and holistic understanding and approach to climate

solutions because climate change is an amalgamation of social ills . 

Abolish the Prison and Military Industrial Complexes

Political prisoners & refugees

Police & prisons : divest to invest . 

Safety & liberation in the outdoors . 

Abolish ICE & protect Black immigrants .  
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